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From March 2014 to December 2017, we have used 92 stents in 67 patients distributed as follows: Fenestrated, branched and chimneys in EVAR 15, iliac strictures/occlusions (Kissing) 13, Yatrogenic pseudoaneurysms /AVF in peripheric arteries and supraaortic trunks 10, Visceral aneurysms, pseudoaneurysms and strictures 9, Centrals veins and dialysis fistula 9, TIPS reduction 4, Aorta(aneurysm, rupture and strictures) 4, Iliac aneurysms 3.

CONCLUSION: BeGraft stent is a cromo-cobalt, balloon-expandable stent, covered by a doble layer of PTFE. It combines flexibility, precision and radial force, with predictable opening and shortening. It is indicated in a wide range of territories and pathologies.